Cerebellar Tuberculoma in a Patient with Lung Tuberculosis
New Case: A Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Background: Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease which can occur in the lungs and extra lung. One kind of extra lung TB is Cerebellum tuberculoma, which is one of rare manifestations form of TB, difficult to diagnosed, because sign and symptom is not specific.

Case: A 17 years-old female presented a TB symptomps. She also had contact with her neighbor that was diagnosed with TB. In physical examination there was reduced motor function on her right extremities. Chest radiology revealed opacities in 2/3 superior in the left lung before treatment. Computed Tomography (CT) head scan with contrast showed ring contrast enhancement in left subcortical hemisphere cerebellum with size as 1,8 x 1,8 x 1,7 cm. Multiple lymphadenopathy in right-left upper-aid jugular and lymph node subcentimeter in right of submandibular, right-left lower jugular with varieties of size, the biggest is 1,6 x 1,5 cm. After 6 months treatment the tuberculoma of cerebellum was gone.

Conclusion: Cerebellum tuberculoma is a rare presentation of active TB. Radiological imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis and monitoring of the disease. The appereance of tuberculoma on our patient CT showed nodular-enhancing lesion. Intracranial tuberculoma should be treated conservatively, since the majority of these lesions resolve completely with Anti-Tuberculosis Drugs (ATD). Our patient started ATD and the lesions completely disappeared within 6 months. We wanted to present our case due to well-responded to ATD and being an example of atypical presentation of tuberculosis both clinically and radiologically.

BACKGROUND

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease which can occur in the lungs and extra lung. One kind of extra lung TB is Cerebellar Tuberculoma, which is one of rare manifestation forms of TB and is difficult to diagnose because the signs and symptoms are not specific. Etiology of TB is Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.TB). Kruijshaar, et al. in 2004 stated that the incidence of extra lung TB increased in female adolescents of African and Asian races with HIV status.1

The incidence of extra lung TB from 2005-2007 had been increased from 14-20% in 2010-2013. The prevalence of extra lung TB worldwide is 14 % (6.4 million cases in 2017).2 The incidence of extra lung TB in central nervous system was 5-15%.3 Tuberculoma in central nervous system should be distinguished from other diagnosis, like tumor or abscess. Tuberculoma is caused by M.TB which is spreading hematogenously. The diagnosis must be made quickly because there are complications such as extremity paralysis and sensory loss. Tuberculoma in central nervous system mostly infected meninges, cerebrum, and rarely in the cerebellum. Arvind, et al. explained that the incidence of cerebellar tuberculoma mostly happens in young age because there is a lot of blood supply.4
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CASE

A 17-year-old female from Surabaya came with chief complaint of spinning dizziness since 7 days before hospitalized. She also felt right limb weakness, disturbance of consciousness, and nausea. She has history of dry coughing for more than 2 months, and night sweating. She also had contact with her neighbor that was diagnosed with TB. In physical examination, her body mass index was 17.80 kg/m² (underweight) and there was reduced motor function on her right extremities (muscle power scale 4 upper and lower right extremities). No abnormality found in other physical examination. No abnormality found in blood examination. The patient had dry cough, there was no sample to exam microbiology for acid fast bacilli smear, phlegm culture, and geneXpert M.TB.

Chest radiology revealed opacities in 2/3 superior in the left lung before treatment (Figure 1A). Chest radiology after 9 months therapy (Figure 1B) and 12 months therapy (Figure 1C). CT head scan with contrast (Figure 2) showed ring contrast enhancement in left subcortical hemisphere cerebellum with size 1.8 x 1.8 x 1.7 cm. Multiple lymphadenopathy in right-left upper-aid jugular and lymph node sub centimeter in right of submandibular, right-left lower jugular with varieties of size, the biggest was 1.6 x 1.5 cm. After 6 months of treatment, the cerebellar tuberculoma was gone (Figure 3).

On the 7th day of hospitalization, the patient was discharged on ATD 1st category 4 FDC intensive phase for 2 months and injection of streptomycin intramuscular. The patient then continued with phase 2 FDC for 10 months.

DISCUSSION

Extra lung TB is a manifestation of TB outside of the lungs that could infected pleura, lymph node, abdomen, genitourinary tract, joints, bone, and central nervous system.5 Tuberculoma in central nervous system mostly infected meninges, cerebrum, and rarely in the cerebellum.

Figure 1. A. Chest radiology taken on January 18th 2018 revealed opacities in 2/3 superior in the left lung before treatment; B. Chest radiology taken on September 28th 2018 after 9 months therapy. The opacity disappeared; C. Chest radiology taken on January 2nd 2019 after 12 months therapy. There was no opacity

Figure 4. CT head scan with contrast taken on January 19th 2018 showed ring contrast enhancement in left subcortical hemisphere cerebellum with size 1.8 x 1.8 x 1.7 cm.

Figure 5. CT head scan with contrast taken on October 1st 2018. After 6 months of treatment, the cerebellar tuberculoma was gone.
Pathogenesis of cerebellar tuberculoma in this case was first M.TB infected the lungs, then it spread hematogenously to the central nervous system. Central nervous system has a lot of blood supply (rich of oxygen). M.TB has an ability to penetrate the blood brain barrier. In the beginning of infection, M.TB made a small lesion. This lesion in a time would get bigger, it could press the space of inner brain. The result is elevated pressure of intracranial, manifested as dizziness. This lesion could make a compression at pedunculus os temporal with the result of hemiparesis gradually. The blood brain barrier (Figure 6) is one of the defense mechanisms to protect the brain from infection. The blood brain barrier contains endothelial cells and astrocyte cells, which collaborate with macrophage that activated microglia to attack M.TB. In the experiments with rats, microglia infected by M.TB then replicated inside microglia, with result form of multinuclear giant cell. M.TB has the ability to suppress microglia at central nervous system. Microglia triggers the cytokine proinflammations such as TNF-α (Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha), it controlled permeability of blood brain barrier to protect from infection. Astrocyte cell secreted G-CSF (Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor), and GM-CSF (Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor). G-CSF activated leukocyte and GM-CSF made loss of appetite and basic metabolism decrease. Both GM-CSF and G-CSF inducted T-cells proliferation to be a Th-2 Cells and increase immunity from M.TB and resist neuron cells from death. Clinical symptoms of extra lung TB in central nervous systems are mostly headache, vomiting, and loss of appetite. Seizure could be a manifestation with or without fever. In India, clinical symptoms such as fever, headache, vomiting, loss of consciousness, and seizure were found. In this case, the patient complained of dizziness since 7 days before being admitted to the hospital, reduced motor function at upper and limb right extremity. The patient complained classic TB symptoms such as dry cough, loss of appetite, and night sweating.

Non-invasive diagnostic is recommended to perform rather than invasive method such as brain tissue biopsy. Microbiological examination is geneXpert M.TB from phlegm and from liquor cerebrospinal (the sensitivity is 83.1% and the specificity is 98.7%). Liquor cerebrospinal for geneXpert is about 8-10 ml). Smear of liquor cerebrospinal with acid-fast bacilli/Ziehl-Neelsen (ZN) is a quick examination but the sensitivity is low (10-20%). Liquor cerebrospinal culture has a high sensitivity (about 60-70%), but the result comes out more than 2 weeks later. In this case, there was no sample from cerebrospinal liquor or from phlegm.

IGRA (Interferon-gamma release assay) is not recommended, the result is not specific and this method needs a lot of liquid cerebrospinal. The specificity is still unknown, but sensitivity is 90.2%. ADA (Adenosine deaminase) test from liquor cerebrospinal resulted positive if more than 8 U/L. Decrease the amount of ADA after 1-2 weeks after treatment of TB. Nevertheless it is not recommended for TB in the central nervous system. Case study for liquor cerebrospinal explained that the sensitivity was 44% and the specificity was 71%. Recommended imaging for this case was Head CT-Scan thorax without contrast (the sensitivity was 41% and the specificity was 100%), because it was cheaper than Head MRI (the sensitivity was 86% and the specificity was 90%). Head CT Scan with contrast gave us a result as hypodensity with ring enhancement.

Risk factors for extra lung TB central nervous system are young age, HIV, malnutrition, history of measles, alcoholism, cancer, and using immunosuppressive agents. The patient had malnutrition, her BMI was 17.80 kg/m2.

The therapies for extra lung TB, especially for TB in central nervous system are rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol for 2 months of intensive phase. Then continued with continued phase with isoniazid, rifampicin, and ethambutol for 10-12 months. The pharmacology of ATD rifampicin, and isoniazid are bactericidal drugs and penetrated to the cerebrospinal fluid. Streptomycin injection penetrated cerebrospinal fluid and killed M.TB in the first 14 days of therapy. Steroid is rarely used for the cases in central nervous system TB, steroid is recommended for encephalopathy TB and meningitis TB. Steroid works to decrease inflammation respond at meninges and subarachnoid space, decrease the edema of cerebrum and spinal cord, and decrease inflammation at microvascular. Surgery intervention is performed for central nervous system TB when there is a complication such as hydrocephalus to reduce pressure intracranial.

CONCLUSION

Cerebellum tuberculoma is a rare presentation of active TB and is difficult to diagnose because the signs and symptoms are not specific. Tuberculosis in central nervous system should be distinguished from other diagnosis, like tumor or abscess. The diagnosis must be made quickly because there are complications such as extremity paralysis and sensory loss. Radiological imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis and monitoring of the disease. The appearance
of tuberculoma on the patient’s CT scan showed nodular enhancing lesion. Intracranial tuberculoma should be treated conservatively, since the majority of these lesions resolve completely with ATD. The patient started ATD (1st category 4 FDC (Fixed Dose Combination) intensive phase for 2 months and injection of streptomycin intramuscular. The patient then continued with phase 2 FDC for 10 months) and the lesions completely disappeared within 6 months. We wanted to present our case due to well-response of ATD and being an example of atypical presentation of TB both clinically and radiologically. There was no sample from cerebrospinal liquor or from phlegm.
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